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Concept and configuration
A heavy suspension platform 280 kg protects the gear from being hit 
by shocks, jolts and vibrations during transport.

During observation, the rig stands fully released from the trailer on an 
anchored tripod with a ground weight of 440 kg.

Conversions take approximately 15 minutes, either way single-handed.

Trailer can be parked in a sealed stationary mode with the gear in a
lowered position although still being rigged and ready for observation. 

Capacity 16” astro gear of GEM type
140 kg with counterweights
1100x1100x1100 cubic mm

Prototype carries a C14” tube on a CGE Pro 
mount with an extended counterweight bar. 
It typically fits well within all limitations.

The combined weight of the trailer dome’s platform and the mounted 
gear is balanced to 280 kg (max) by varying the number of small ballast 
plates á 1 or 3 kg. Light gear requires more plates, heavier gear less.

Live demo movies of all operations will be available as soon as the site 
www.trailerdomes.com is upgraded Oct 2021. 
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Locked and sealed position – transport mode

The actuator is pulling the blue tripod well up against a floor sealing 
and the pink top plate down on the three grey fixed pipes. The well 
and the top plate are in that sense squeezed towards each other.

Readiness for unfolding, partial release

The actuator expands and thereby lowers the blue and red modules 
down towards the ground. Both modules are then hanging on to a 
ball-pin cylinder under the pink top plate. Which in turn still rests on 
the grey pipes. The well is however now disconnected from the floor.

Unfolding

A central winch unwinds three leg wires which causes the legs to drop 
down until hitting the ground individually. The tripod remains in level 
regardless of the ground being inclined or uneven.

Drop-lock anchoring

The ball-pin is released which causes the blue and red modules to 
drop downwards with 130 kg. Which in turn instantly causes lever 
arms on the tripod to activate a locking mechanism for each leg. 
The tripod stays in level as before, but now anchored to the ground. 

Readiness for observation mode, full release

The actuator expands and thereby lifts the pink top plate and docks 
it on to the free hanging yellow suspension platform. The top plate 
is now disconnected from the fixed pipes and the rig is fully released.  

Anchoring the tripod and releasing the pier from the trailer
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Detaching the damping trains

Compression blockers are attached on the damping trains while the 
actuator lifts the 280 kg yellow platform until it rests solely on the top 
plate. The damping trains are then detached and hooked up alongside 
the inner walls. They still remain attached to the pipe rigging structure.

Setting latitude and azimuth, rough polar alignment

The wedge’s latitude angle is adjusted by tilting the scope. The yellow 
adapter cylinder is then rotated until the wedge is pointing north. 
The gear could be lowered prior to these steps, for convenience. 

Rock solid at top position

The actuator lifts the gear to its expansion limit. Locking steel pins are 
inserted into open slots in the red outer telescopic tubes. The actuator 
then lowers the gear a few millimetres until it rests solely on the three 
pink inner tubes. Rock solid with a ground weight of 440 kg.

Precision levelling of wedge

The rig has now been converted into observation mode. The last fine-
tuning of getting the wedge in perfect level could therefore be carried
out. Which is done by adjusting three tilting bolts on the adapter plate.

Exact polar alignment

The final polar alignment of the wedge could now take place, usually 
with guidance from dedicated astro software.

Workings

Lifting the gear and preparing for polar alignment
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Trial & Error of tripod’s self-levelling and drop-locking functions.

Field testing of damping with accelerometers and extra rigs 
for high-speed video cameras.

Product development

Trailer domes have been developed by using advanced CAD tools in combination
with continuous real-life Trial & Error of every machined module. Thousands of
engineering and machining hours have been required to build the prototype, which
now after three years stands fully featured and in perfect operational condition.

Great emphasis has been put into search and assessment of already commercially
available components. Specialized suppliers from USA, Italy, Germany, Sweden 
and Japan have thereby contributed with both development and deliveries of parts 
in the finished assembly.

Trailer features

Here below some bullet points of features for the trailer itself:

• Wide outside doors into two separate cabin sections
• Control & Resting section with own heating and ventilation
• Tilt-back roof on Observatory section
• Inside door between the two sections

• Battery pack, 4 kWh, supplying DC12, DC24 and AC110/220
• Pack located in front below trailer floor
• Automatic control, switch and charging from grid

• Two air fans á 260 m3/h with HEPA filters Out->In
• To secure an over-pressure in cabins to avoid unfiltered false air intake
• One fan serves also as extra cooling capacity for astro gear 

• Heating cables for de-icing of sealings for pier well and tilt-back roof
• Sealed splash shield for protection of tripod from road stain and dirt
• Tiltable and detachable wind deflector in front to avoid risk of wobbling
• Four corner jacks for lifting and levelling the trailer when parked

Engineering

Focus on engineering and field testing
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Astro pier

Chassis

Shock, jolt and vibration damping

Here some results derived from Swiss MSR accelerometer analysis. They show to 
what extent shocks and vibrations on the trailer chassis are cancelled from hitting 
the astro gear attached to the suspended platform:

Shocks: Max impact 1,6 G in any direction
Jolts (Jerks):  Peaks cut by 96,5%
Vibrations:       Impulse reduced with 99,6%

A full MSR Assessment Report will be available on the upgraded website along with 
live videos showing both the trailer and the platform in various severe traffic situations.  

Gravel road used for vibration test runs.Positions for 1600 Hz accelerometers
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Early stage of testing panic braking at 80 km/h on dry asphalt. Here with rig 
mock-ups, together with some blue hot smoke.. Note the stretched rear and 
compressed front dampers (max stretch 3 250 N, each damper). And, that the
astro pier always stays upright, even here in this rather violent traffic situation.



Observation mode
Rig stability and damper positions

Engineering

The rig is all-steel with a ground weight of 440 kg. The build-up consists of three 
sequential tripod solutions on top of each other: 

Top The wedge’s adapter plate on the platform rests on three tilting bolts
Middle The platform itself rests on three fixed telescopic tubes
Bottom The tubes rest in turn on the tripod anchored to the ground 

We plan to record a live movie of capturing a star with high f/ratio when people are walking around inside the trailer. This will be done under 
various ground conditions in order to assess to what extent vibrations from the trailer’s four corner jacks and wheels transmit through the 
ground to the tripod and further up along the rig all the way to the astro gear.

We very much doubt there will be any disturbances, but we want to doublecheck it.
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Commercial
We are right now in the middle of setting up a structure for manufacturing and distribution and have still some more work to do with this.

However, it is very likely that our offering will span from dedicated and skilled DIY guys to people who rather prefer a customized turn-key 
trailer dome. There is a core kit of parts that probably will be manufactured at facilities in Sweden only, but the remaining parts could just 
as good be organized locally. The latter will even save freight and spare our environment.

Our DIY offering will therefore likely be based on a core kit with optional add-ons for the remaining parts. The latter being either CAD 
drawings, manufactured components, or a combination of both. 
Price indication:  No valid or relevant info, per June 2022 .
Our Turn-key offering will most likely be based on customization. However, a quotation could quite convenient be based on our prototype 
with re-works and modifications according to desired configuration.   
Price indication: No valid or relevant info, per June 2022 .

Please note that price indications are not to be considered as formal quotations. We still have to evaluate the most efficient manufacturing 
and distribution structure for various regional segments.  
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Dampers are hooked up
alongside the inner walls.


